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Darcy's problem governs the flow of an incompressible fluid
through a porous medium. It is composed by the Darcy law that
relates the fluid velocity (the flux) and the pressure gradient and the
mass conservation equation. In flow in porous media, a proper
functional setting for this problem is to consider the flux in H(div, Ω)
and the pressure in L2(Ω). This yields a saddle-point problem that is
well posed due to inf–sup conditions known to hold at the continuous
level, and that allow one to obtain stability estimates for the pressure
and the velocity divergence.
The Galerkin approximation of this indefinite system is a difficult
task, because the continuous inf–sup conditions are not naturally
inherited by most finite element (FE) velocity–pressure spaces. We
can avoid these problems by invoking the Darcy law in the mass
conservation equation, getting a pressure Poisson problem; this is an
elliptic problem that can be easily approximated by the Galerkin
technique and Lagrangian elements. The fluxes can be obtained as a
postprocess by using a L2-projection. This approach is computation-
ally appealing because pressure and velocity computations are
decoupled and the implementation is easy. Unfortunately, this
approach has two drawbacks: the loss of accuracy for the velocity
and the very weak enforcement of the mass conservation equation.
Improved post-processing techniques that reduce these problems can
be found e.g. in Refs. [15,17]. This approach has been restricted to
continuous (H1-conforming) pressure FE spaces. However, thecontinuous pressure admits discontinuities, e.g. in regions with
jumps of the physical properties (conductivity), and this approach
leads to poor accuracy in the vicinity of these regions.
The indefinite problem can be approximated by the Galerkin
technique and mixed FE formulations (see Ref. [5]) that satisfy the
inf–sup conditions required for the well-posedness of the discrete
problem. As an example, the combination of the Raviart-Thomas FE
velocity space introduced in Ref. [25] with piecewise constant or
linear pressures leads to stable approximations. The Raviart-Thomas
FE space is H(div, Ω)-conforming; it is composed by vector functions
with continuous normal traces and discontinuous tangential traces on
the element boundaries, even though discontinuous Galerkin Raviart-
Thomas FE methods have recently been proposed in Ref. [8]. The
element unknowns are the normal fluxes on the faces, but all
components are needed inside every element domain. This makes the
implementation involved, especially for three dimensional problems.
On the other hand, this FE space experiments a loss of accuracy in
some meshes (see Ref. [2]). Finally, when dealing with a coupled
Stokes-Darcy problem it is hard to find mixed FE methods that are
stable for both the Stokes and the Darcy problems (see Refs. [1,22]).
The FE spaces that satisfy these conditions are expensive and
restricted to particular typologies of meshes that complicate their
use in real applications. For the same reasons, they are not appealing
when solving the Biot system that couples in a particular way the
elastic problem and the Darcy problem (possibly coupled with the
Navier-Stokes equations too).
A third alternative is to resort to stabilization techniques that
perturb the indefinite problem in such a way that the FE approxima-
tion can violate the inf–sup condition in the functional setting of the
continuous problem. Stabilization techniques for the Darcy problem
1 The permeability is in general a tensor. For the sake of simplicity in the following
exposition, let us consider the homogeneous case, in which the permeability can be
considered to be a scalar. In the most general case, the following exposition is
straightforward after minor modifications.
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mimics the mixed Laplacian functional setting (the pressure belongs
to H1(Ω) and the velocity belongs to L2(Ω)) and leads to the same
order of convergence that is attained when using the pressure Poisson
problem plus postprocessing. This method has been extended to
discontinuous FE spaces for velocities and pressures in Refs. [6,20].
The stabilization term is the inner product of the residual times the
adjoint of the Darcy differential operator applied to the test function.
Correa and Loula have considered an interesting stabilized conform-
ing finite element formulation in Ref. [16] that gives very strong
stability bounds; both velocity and pressure are in H1(Ω). The authors
use the continuous embedding of H1(Ω) in H(curl, Ω)∩H(div, Ω).
However, no convergence is attained for the natural norm and only L2-
norms of the errors can be bounded using elliptic regularity prop-
erties. So, the error estimates do not apply for non-convex domains.
On the other hand, strong continuity assumptions over the perme-
ability have to be assumed, which are not true for heterogeneous
media.
In this work, we motivate stabilized methods based on the
variational multiscale (VMS) decomposition of the Darcy problem
which is in fact an adjoint formulation (see Refs. [19,24]). A matrix of
algorithmic stabilization parameters appears, which we design using
a heuristic Fourier analysis. The definition of this matrix involves a
characteristic length scale. The choice of this characteristic length,
which can be either the element size or the diameter of the domain,
leads to stabilized methods with different stability and convergence
properties. In this frame, we get numerical methods that mimic the
typical setting in Darcy's flow (the velocity belongs to H(div, Ω) and
the pressure to L2(Ω)) as well as others that mimic the mixed
Laplacian formulation. Intermediate settings with unclear continuous
counterpart but interesting convergence properties are also designed.
Roughly speaking, we can increase the velocity stability reducing
pressure stability and vice-versa, and analogously for the convergence
rate. The optimal method depends on the velocity and pressure
approximation order.
The methods motivated by VMS also involve a subgrid projection
of the residual of the finite element solution. If the subgrid projection
is considered the identity (the method called ASGS in this article) we
recover, up to the definition of the stabilization parameters, the
methods discussed in Refs. [20,23,24]. We will also consider the case
in which the subgrid projection is orthogonal to the finite element
space (the method termed OSS below), as suggested in Ref. [9]. We
thus motivate in a unified way a wide set of stabilized methods that
can keep symmetry and mimic the different functional settings of the
continuous problem (as well as other methods). In particular, we
suggest a new stabilized method that allows the use of piecewise
constant pressure — as far as we know, the first of this kind.
We have considered a general setting in which velocity and
pressure can be approximated by using either continuous or
discontinuous approximations. All these methods have been ana-
lyzed, proving stability and convergence results. In some cases, Aubin-
Nitsche-type duality arguments have been used to obtain error
bounds in the L2-norm. We have previously suggested a unified
stabilization of the coupled Stokes-Darcy problem and performed the
numerical analysis in Ref. [4] using these ideas.
Let us give the outline of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce the
continuous problem and analyze its stability. Section 3 introduces a
(non-conforming) discontinuous Galerkin (dG) approximation of the
problem. We motivate the stabilization methods in the VMS
framework and suggest and expression for the stabilization para-
meters and subgrid projector in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the
stability and convergence analysis of these stabilized FE approxima-
tions. Improved error estimates obtained by duality arguments are
presented in Section 6. We draw some recommendations about the
method to use in Section 7, depending on the order of approximation
of velocities and pressures. Numerical tests that show experimentalconvergence rates can be found in Section 8. We close the paper with
some conclusions.
2. Continuous problem
2.1. Problem statement
Let Ω⊂Rd, d=2, 3, be a polyhedral domain with Lipschitz
boundary, denoted by Γ, where we consider the Darcy problem,
which consists in finding a velocity u:Ω→Rd and a pressure p:Ω→R
(defined up to a constant) such that
σu + ∇p = f ; ð1aÞ
∇⋅u = g; ð1bÞ
where f and g are given functions and the physical parameter σ is the
inverse of the permeability.1 As boundary conditions we will consider
n ⋅u=ψ on Γ, n being the unit exterior normal. Obviously, the
compatibility condition ∫ΓψdΓ=∫ΩgdΩ must be satisfied. The body
force f is usually zero for flow in porous media. However, we will keep
f because a non-zero f is needed for some interesting applications
governed by system (1), like in magnetohydrodynamics, where the
current density is governed by Ohm's law and the conservation of
charge.
Let us introduce some standard notation. The space of functions
whose p power (1≤pb∞) is integrable in a domain ω is denoted by
Lp(ω), L∞(ω) being the space of bounded functions in ω (in the
Lebesgue sense). The space of functions whose distributional
derivatives of order up to m≥0 (integer) belong to L2(ω) is denoted
by Hm(ω). The space H01(ω) consists of functions in H1(ω) vanishing
on ∂ω. The topological dual ofH01(ω) is denoted byH−1(ω). The space
of vector-valued functionswith components in L2(ω) is denotedwith
L2(ω)d, and analogously for the rest of scalar spaces. H(div, ω) is the
space of functions in L2(ω)dwith their divergence in L2(ω).H0(div,ω)
is the space of vector fields in H(div,ω) with zero normal trace on ∂ω.
We also recall that the space of traces of H1(ω) on a line (surface for
three dimensions) β⊂ω is denoted by H1/2(β). The topological dual
of H1/2(β) is the space of fluxes denoted by H−1/2(β).
The Darcy problem can be thought in two different ways:
1. The dual mixed formulation, the typical setting for flow in porous
media:
u ∈ Hðdiv;ΩÞ; p ∈ L2ðΩÞ =R;
f ∈ Hðdiv;ΩÞ′; g ∈L2ðΩÞ; ψ ∈ L2ðΓÞ ð2Þ
with the essential boundary condition n ⋅u=ψ.
2. The primal mixed formulation, which consists in a mixed for-
mulation of the Poisson problem. In this case, the functional setting
is:
u ∈ L2ðΩÞd; p ∈ H1ðΩÞ=R;
f ∈ L2ðΩÞd; g ∈ H−1ðΩÞ; ψ ∈ H−1=2ðΓÞ : ð3Þ
Note that for an arbitrary function v∈L2(Ω)d, the normal trace of v
is not defined and cannot be enforced. The boundary condition
n ⋅u=ψ (which is essential in the previous setting) is natural and
holds in H−1/2(Γ). In this case, (essential) pressure boundary con-
ditions can be imposed too, since the pressure trace belongs toH1/2(Γ).
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data. In the next subsection we will obtain an inf–sup condition that
can be trivially translated into velocity–pressure stability if the data
are regular enough. For the sake of clarity we have considered σ to be
a positive constant, but all the results obtained in this work apply
for the general case in which σ∈L∞(Ω) and σ+≥σ(x)≥σ−N0 for all
x∈Ω (up to sets of zero measure), where σ+ and σ− are constants.
Let us denote by 〈 f1, f2〉 the integral of two (generalized) functions
f1 and f2 (either scalar or vector-valued) inΩ. The regularity of both is
such that the integral is well defined. For example, if f1∈H01(Ω) we
may take f2∈H−1(Ω). When both f1, f2∈L2(Ω) we will write their
L2(Ω) inner product as 〈f1, f2〉≡(f1, f2). The associated norm will be
denoted by ∥ f1∥L2(Ω)≡∥ f1∥. For two functions ψ1 and ψ2 defined on
the boundary, we denote their integral over Γ by 〈ψ1, ψ2〉∂, assuming
it makes sense. For example, for ψ1 in H
1
2 ðΓÞ, ψ2 must belong to
H
−12 ðΓÞ.
In the situation (2), the variational formulation of the problem
consists in finding a velocity–pressure pair [u, p]∈H(div,Ω)×L2(Ω)/R,
with n⋅u=ψ on Γ, such that
Bcð½u; p; ½v; qÞ = Lcð½v; qÞ; ð4Þ
for all the [v, q] in the test space H0(div,Ω)×L2(Ω), where the bilinear
form Bc and the linear form Lc are defined by
Bcð½u; p; ½v; qÞ = σðu; vÞ−ðp;∇⋅vÞ + ðq;∇⋅uÞ; ð5aÞ
Lcð½v; qÞ = hf ; vi + hg; qi: ð5bÞ
The correct functional setting of the problem is a consequence of
the inf–sup condition stated in the next subsection.
For the setting (3), the weak formulation is usually stated as
follows (see Ref. [18]): seek [u, p]∈L2(Ω)d×H1(Ω)/R such that
σðu; vÞ + ð∇p; vÞ−ð∇q;uÞ = h f ; vi + hg; qi + hψ; qi∂
for any [v, q]∈L2(Ω)d×H1(Ω)/R.
2.2. A priori stability bounds
A key ingredient in the following discussion is the introduction of a
characteristic length scale of the problem, that we denote by L0, which
may be taken as the diameter of the computational domain Ω.
Whereas for the Stokes problem its introduction is unnecessary, it will
play a key role in the Darcy problem. The ultimate reason to explain
this fact is that in the Stokes case the seminorm ∥∇u∥ controls the
whole norm in H01(Ω)d because of the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality,
and thus a stability estimate in this seminorm suffices; an analogous
situation occurs for the elastic problem and Korn's inequality (see Ref.
[7]). However, for the Darcy problem we need to control both u and
∇⋅u to obtain stability in H(div, Ω), and the only way to incorporate
both norms in a dimensionally correct one is through the introduction
of a length scale. Thus, we introduce the following norm:
jjvjjHðdiv;ΩÞ = jjvjj + L0jj∇⋅vjj:
While this discussion might seem unnecessary to obtain theoret-
ical stability estimates (and thus to determine the functional frame-
work of the problem), it will lead to very important consequences in
the discrete finite element problem.
The correct functional setting of the problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)) is a
consequence of the inf–sup condition
inf
q∈L2ðΩÞ
sup
v∈Hðdiv;ΩÞ
q;∇⋅vð Þ
jjqjj jjvjj + L0jj∇⋅vjjð Þ
≥ β N 0 ð6Þwhich is true due to the surjectivity of the divergence operator from
H(div, Ω) onto L2(Ω) (see e.g. Ref. [18]).
Let now V (the velocity space) be the closure of C∞(Ω)d
with respect to the norm
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p jjvjj + ffiffiffiffiσp L0jj∇⋅vjj and Q the closure of
C∞(Ω)/R with respect to
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
L0
 −1jjqjj. The pair V×Q reduces to
H(div, Ω)×L2(Ω)/R. On this space we define
jjj½v; qjjj2c := σjjvjj2 + σL20jj∇⋅vjj2 +
1
σL20
jjqjj2: ð7Þ
Wewill denote by Vψ the subspace of V of functions v∈V such that
n ⋅v=ψ, and V0 the subspace of functions such that n ⋅v=0. For the
sake of simplicity, ψ=0 is considered in the following theorem,
although non-homogeneous conditions will be taken into account at
the discrete level.
In what follows, C denotes a positive constant, in our case
independent of σ and L0. When dealing with the finite element
problem, Cwill be independent also of the mesh size h. The value of C
may be different at different occurrences. We will use the notation
ANeB and AbeB to indicate that A≥CB and A≤CB, respectively, where A
and B are expressions depending on functions that in the discrete case
may depend on h as well. Analogously, A≂B will mean that BbeAbeB.
The following theorem is a simplified version of the corresponding
one in Ref. [4].
Theorem 2.1. Stability of the continuous problem
For all [u, p]∈V0×Q there exists [v, q]∈V0×Q for which
Bcð½u;p; ½v; qÞ≥Cjjj½u;pjjjcjjj½v; qjjjc;
where the bilinear form Bc is given in Eq. (5a) and the norm |||∙|||c in
Eq. (7).
Proof. Taking [v1, q1]=[u, p] we get:
Bc u;p½ ; v1; q1½ ð Þ = σjjujj2: ð8Þ
The inf–sup condition (6) states that
∀p∈ L2ðΩÞ∃vp ∈H0ðdiv;ΩÞ j−ðp;∇⋅vpÞ≳ jjpjj
1
L0
jjvpjj + jj∇⋅vpjj
 
:
We can choose vp such that
jjvpjj + L0jj∇⋅vpjj =
1
σL0
jjpjj;
which is a dimensionally consistent norm. Taking [v2, q2]=[vp, 0] we
have:
Bc u;p½ ; v2; q2½ ð Þ ≳−σjjujj2Hðdiv;ΩÞ + 1σL20
jjpjj2:
Since u∈V0, we have that ∇⋅u∈L2(Ω). For [v3, q3]=[0,σL02∇⋅u]
we get:
Bc u;p½ ; v3; q3½ ð Þ = σL20jj∇⋅ujj2: ð9Þ
Let [v, q]=∑i=13 αi[vi, qi]∈V0×Q , αi∈R. The coefficients αi can
be chosen so that
Bcð½u;p; ½v; qÞ ≳ jjj½u;pjjj2c :
It is easily checked that |||[v, q]|||c ≲ |||[u, p]|||c for any combination of
coefficients αi ∈ R. This proves the theorem. □
Remark 2.1. The inf–sup condition of Theorem 2.1 leads to stability
bounds for velocity and pressure provided the data are regular; that is to
2 We cannot use Eq. (4) since Vh×Qh⊄V×Q in general.
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H(div, Ω)′ and g∈L2(Ω).
Remark 2.2. If there is more regularity of the data, that is, if f∈L2(Ω)d
and g∈L2(Ω), the pressure belongs to H1(Ω) and we can pose the
problem in a different functional setting. Let now the pressure space be
the closure of C∞(Ω)/R with respect to (σL02)−1/2||q||+σ−1/2||∇q||,
that reduces to H1(Ω). We consider the following weak formulation: find
[u, p]∈H0(div, Ω)×H1(Ω) (trial space) such that
Bcð½u;p; ½v; qÞ = Lcð½v; qÞ; ∀½v; q∈ L2ðΩÞd × L2ðΩÞ :
Note that the trial and test spaces are different. Control over 1
σ
jj∇pjj2
can be obtained by taking as test function in Eq. (5a) [v4, q4]= [∇p, 0]∈
L2(Ω)d×L2(Ω). Now, taking a linear combination of this test function and
the test functions in the proof of Theorem 2.1, [v, q]=∑i=14 αi[vi, qi]∈
L2(Ω)d×L2(Ω), and picking appropriate coefficients αi∈R, we get sta-
bility over jjj½u;pjjjc + 1ffiffiffiffiσp jj∇pjj. This is the functional setting in which
stability of the continuous problem has been proved in Ref. [4].
3. Non-conforming finite element approximation
Let us introduce some notation. The FE partitionwill be denoted by
T h = fKg, and summation over all the elements will be indicated by
∑K. For conciseness, T h = fKgwill be assumed quasi-uniform, being
h the mesh size. The broken integral ∑K∫K will be denoted by ∫T h .
The collection of all edges (faces, for d=3) will be written as Eh={E}
and summation over all these edgeswill be indicated as∑E. The set of
internal and boundary edges will be denoted by Eh0={E0} and Eh∂=
{E∂} respectively. The broken integral ∑E∫E will be written as ∫Eh ,
using ∫E0h and ∫E∂h when the edges are interior or on the boundary,
respectively.
Suppose now that elements K1 and K2 share an edge E, and let n1
and n2 be the normals to E exterior to K1 and K2, respectively. For a
scalar function f, possibly discontinuous across E, we define its jump
and average as
〚f 〛:= n1f j∂K1∩E + n2 f j∂K2∩E;
ff g:= 1
2
f j∂K1∩E + f j∂K2∩E
 
;
whereas for vectorial quantities we will use
〚v〛 := n1⋅vj∂K1∩E + n2⋅vj∂K2∩E;
vf g : = 1
2
vj∂K1∩E + vj∂K2∩E
 
:
We extend these definitions on Γ as 〚 f 〛:=nf and { f }:= f and
similarly for vector functions. Let us consider piecewise discontinuous
FE spaces for the velocity and the pressure, given respectively by
Vh : = v∈ L2ðΩÞ
 d jv jK ∈ RkðKÞd∀K ∈ T h	 
;
Qh : = q∈ L2ðΩÞ=R jq jK ∈ RlðKÞ∀K ∈ T h
n o
;
where Rm consists of polynomials in x1, ..., xd of degree less than or
equal tomwhen K is a simplex and of degree less than or equal tom in
each coordinate when K is a quadrilateral (hexahedron, when d=3).
Thus, k and l are the order of approximation of velocity and pressure,
respectively. This is a non-conforming approximation of problem (4).
The notion of non-conforming approximation depends on the way the
continuous problem is posed. In particular, a discontinuous approx-
imation of the velocity is not conforming for the first functional
setting introduced above (because Vh⊄H(div, Ω)) whereas it is
conforming in the mixed Laplacian setting. Similarly, if instead of
using Eq. (4) the problem is posed using hybrid methods in which thecontinuity of the (a priori discontinuous) solution is enforced via
Lagrangemultipliers, a discontinuous approximation is conforming. In
what follows, the concept of conforming (and subsequently non-
conforming) approximation is considered with respect to the
velocity–pressure space H(div, Ω)×L2(Ω). Likewise, we will use the
term discontinuous Galerkin (dG) referring to the discontinuous func-
tions in the interpolation spaces, even if the discrete formulations we
will analyze are not of Galerkin type.
With the aim of obtaining a well-defined weak formulation of the
continuous problem (1) for dG approximations, let us test Eqs. (1a)
and (1b) against functions in Vh×Qh.2 Taking the FE test functions
[vhK, qhK] with support in an element K and integrating some terms by
parts, we obtain
∫
K
σu⋅vKhdΩ−∫K p∇⋅v
K
hdΩ + ∫∂K pn⋅v
K
hdΓ−∫Ku⋅∇q
K
hdΩ
+ ∫
∂K
qKhn⋅udΓ= ∫K f ⋅v
K
hdΩ + ∫K gq
K
hdΩ:
ð10Þ
The discontinuous FE space Vh×Qh is spanned by discontinuous
functions with support in a single element, so that for any [vh, qh]∈
Vh×Qh, [vh, qh]=∑K[vhK, qhK]. Adding up Eq. (10) for all K∈T h, using
formula
∑
K
∫
∂K
ϕn⋅wdΓ = ∫
E0
h
〚ϕ〛⋅ wf gdΓ + ∫Eh 〚w〛 ϕf gdΓ
= ∫Eh 〚ϕ〛⋅ wf gdΓ + ∫E0h
〚w〛 ϕf gdΓ;
invoking the continuity of velocities 〚u〛=0 and fluxes 〚p〛=0 for
every internal edge E0 in Eh0 and the boundary condition 〚u〛=ψ for
every boundary edge E∂ in Eh∂, we get a variational problem that, after
replacing the continuous unknowns by their discrete counterparts
and re-integrating the divergence term by parts, leads to
∫T hσuh⋅vhdΩ−∫T h ph∇⋅vhdΩ + ∫Eh 〚vh〛 phf gdΓ= ∫T h f ⋅vhdΩ;
∫T h∇⋅uhqhdΩ−∫Eh 〚uh〛 qhf gdΓ= ∫T h gqhdΩ−∫E0h
ψqhdΓ:
ð11Þ
Consistently with the notation introduced above, the symbol
〈f1, f2〉D will be used to denote the integral of the product of functions
f1 and f2 over D, with D=K (an element), D=∂K (an element
boundary) or D=E (an edge). Likewise, || f1||D2:= 〈f1, f1〉D. With all
these notations, let us write the problem in a compact manner, e.g.
using the divergence form Eq. (11). It consists in finding [uh, ph]∈
Vh×Qh such that
Bd uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Ld vh; qh½ ð Þ ∀ vh; qh½ ∈ Vh × Qh;
where
Bd uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = σ uh; vhð Þ−∑
K
hph;∇⋅vhiK + ∑
K
h∇⋅uh; qhiK
+ ∑
E
h phf g; 〚vh〛iE−∑
E
h qhf g; 〚uh〛iE;
ð12aÞ
Ld vh; qh½ ð Þ = h f ; vhi + hg; qhi−∑
E∂
hψ; qhiE∂ : ð12bÞ
We have ended up with a FE formulation that allows us to use
piecewise discontinuous functions; the continuity of normal velocities
and pressures has already been enforced in a weak way, as well as the
normal velocity boundary condition. Unfortunately, this formulation
is not stable and the weak enforcement of normal velocity boundary
conditions is too weak. In the next section we motivate stabilizing
terms that lead to a well-posed discrete problem with a weak (but
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boundary.
4. A stabilized finite element method
In this section we introduce some stabilization techniques for the FE
approximation of the Darcy problem. These stabilization techniques are
motivated by the variationalmultiscale (VMS) framework introduced in
Ref. [19]. The use of theVMS approach for the Darcy problemcan also be
found in Ref. [24]. Our approach is different to the one in these
references; we motivate a different set of stabilization parameters and
stabilization terms that open a new discussion, namely, the choice of the
characteristic length. Different expressions for the length scales that
appear in our stabilization parameters lead to a set of methods with
different stability and convergence properties. We motivate methods
that mimic both variational frameworks in Section 2 and some
intermediate situations, whereas the approaches in Refs. [23,24] can
only mimic the mixed Laplacian setting. Furthermore, we consider two
different choices of the so-called subgrid projection that arewell-settled
for the Stokes problem (see e.g. Refs. [10,19]).
We target a unified method that will accommodate continuous and
discontinuousapproximations. Therefore, the FE spaces for bothvelocity
and pressure, denoted by Vh and Qh, respectively, are free to be either
continuous (conforming) or discontinuous. In all cases, the stabilization
methods can be stated as follows: find [uh, ph]∈Vh×Qh such that
Bs uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Ls vh; qh½ ð Þ ∀ vh; qh½ ∈ Vh × Qh: ð13Þ
4.1. Variational multiscale formulation
Let us start with a brief motivation of our stabilization techniques
in the VMS framework, that consists in splitting the continuous
solution [u, p] of Eqs. (4)–(5) into its FE component [uh, ph] and the
subgrid scale [u′, p′]. In order to have a unique decomposition, we
consider a subgrid space such that V×Q=Vh×Qh⊕V′×Q′, so that, for
the moment, we consider Vh×Qh⊂V×Q.3
Invoking this decomposition in the continuous problem for both
the solution and test functions, we get the two-scale system:
Bc uh; ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ + Bc u′;p′½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Lc vh; qh½ ð Þ;
Bc uh;ph½ ; v′; q′
h i 
+ Bc u′;p′½ ; v′; q′½ ð Þ = Lc v′; q′½ ð Þ;
for all [vh, qh]∈Vh×Qh and [v′, q′]∈V′×Q′. This is an infinite-
dimensional problem equivalent to Eqs. (4)–(5) that is unfeasible for
numerical purposes. Further approximations must be considered in
order to get a finite dimensional problem (see Refs. [3,10] for a very
detailed exposition). After integration-by-parts of some terms, and
assuming that the subgrid component can be localized inside every
finite element, we get:
Bc uh; ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ + h u′; p′½ ;L* vh; qh½ i = L vh; qh½ ð Þ; ð14aÞ
P ′ L u′; p′½ ð Þ = P ′ ½ f ; g−L uh;ph½ ð Þ; ð14bÞ
where the operator P′ is the broken L2-projection onto V′ (see Section
4.2) and L⁎ is the adjoint of the Darcy operator L, defined by L[u, p]=
[σu+∇p, ∇⋅u]. The second term in Eq. (14a) is the stabilization term,
whereas the second equation is the (still infinite-dimensional) subgrid
equation. Obviously, the expression for the subscale is not exact, it is just
an approximation of the exact problem, since some terms on element
edges have been neglected. We refer to Ref. [14] for a discussion about
the approximation of inter-element jumps. The next step consists in3 Let us note that the space V×Q does not include boundary conditions. This avoids
the discussion about boundary conditions for the subscale. In any case, their inclusion
would be straightforward, by splitting ψ into a FE part that belongs to the space of
traces of finite element functions and the respective sub-grid component.replacing the differential operator L by an algebraic one. Inside every
element, this operator is approximated by a matrix of stabilization
parameters τ−1, and the subgrid projection P′ by an appropriate
approximationP′h:=[P′h,u,P′h,p]. Then, Eq. (14b) canbeapproximated by
τ−1 u′;p′½  = P ′h ½ f ; g−L uh;ph½ ð Þ;
fromwhere the subscale component has a closed form in terms of the FE
component. Let us assume the stabilization matrix to be a diagonal
matrix τ=diag(τuI, τp), I being the d×d identity. In this case, we have
u′ = τuP ′h;u f−σuh−∇phð Þ; p′ = τpP ′h;q g−∇⋅uhð Þ:
Using these expressions for the subscales in the FE problem (14a),
we get the stabilized versions of Bc and Lc:
Bsc uh; ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Bc uh; ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
hP ′h;p ∇⋅uhð Þ;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hP ′h;u σuh + ∇phð Þ;−σvh + ∇qhiK ;
ð15aÞ
Lsc vh; qh½ ð Þ = Lc vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
hP ′h;pðgÞ;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hP ′h;uðf Þ;−σvh + ∇qhiK :
ð15bÞ
As we shall see, for appropriate choices of the subgrid projectors,
the stabilization terms allow us to get control over∑K τp||∇∙uh||K2 and
∑K τu||∇ph||K2. Using continuous FE spaces for both velocity and
pressure this control is effective; the broken norms are identical to
τp||∇∙uh||2 and τu||∇ph||2, respectively.
When considering dG formulations, and therefore the possibility
to use non-conforming approximations, Bc and Lc have to be replaced
by Bd and Ld defined in Eqs. (12a) and (12b), respectively. However,
the introduction of the edge stabilization terms in Bd and Ld, and the
stabilization terms motivated by the VMS approach in Bsc and Lsc
defined in Eqs. (15a) and (15b) are not enough because they only give
control in broken norms of the velocity divergence and the pressure
gradient. A dimensionally correct norm that gives all the control
needed for discontinuous velocities is
∑
K
τpjj∇⋅uhjj2K + ∑
E
τp
h
jj〚uh〛jj2E ;
and analogously for the pressure
∑
K
τujj∇phjj2K + ∑
E
τu
h
jj〚ph〛jj2E :
In order to get stability in these norms, to account for non-
conforming approximations and, at the same time, to incorporate
non-homogeneous velocity boundary conditions n ⋅u=ψ on Γ, we
modify Bsc to Bs and Lsc to Ls, defined respectively as
Bs uh; ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Bd uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ
+ τp∑
K
hP ′h;p ∇⋅uhð Þ;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hP ′h;u σuh + ∇phð Þ;−σvh + ∇qhiK
+
τp
h
∑
E
h〚uh〛; 〚vh〛iE +
τu
h
∑
E0
h〚ph〛; 〚qh〛iE0 ;
ð16aÞ
Ls vh; qh½ ð Þ = Ld vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
hP ′h;pðgÞ;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hP ′h;uð f Þ;−σvh + ∇qhiK +
τp
h
∑
E∂
hψ; 〚vh〛iE∂ :
ð16bÞ
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elements, in accordance with the assumption of quasi-uniformity of
the family of finite element meshes.
It is easy to see that the last two terms in Eq. (16a) provide the
desired control over the jumps. Furthermore, these terms are con-
sistent, in the sense that they vanish when [uh, ph] is replaced by [u, p]
(for sufficiently smooth p). Let us point out that the velocity boundary
condition has already been enforced in a weak sense, à la Nitsche,
with a penalty coefficient τp
h
(see e.g. Ref. [26]).We refer to Ref. [14] for
a different motivation of stabilizing jump terms based on the VMS
decomposition.
We have ended up with a stabilized discrete problem for con-
tinuous and discontinuous FE approximations. The definition of τ is an
essential ingredient of any stabilization technique, and in particular of
this one. We motivate an expression for these parameters in the next
subsection.
Remark 4.1. For the Darcy problem, the pressure subscale cannot
be neglected, since the Galerkin terms do not control the velocity in
H(div,Ω). At the continuous level, this stability can be understood in two
different ways. One way is to note that the bilinear form for u is coercive
with respect to H(div, Ω) when it is restricted to the kernel of the
constraint. It can also be understood as a consequence of the additional
inf–sup condition (6). Therefore, both velocity and pressure stability rely
on inf–sup conditions. The Stokes problem is very different, since the
bilinear form for the velocity is coercive in the whole velocity space; the
pressure subscale can be neglected because the H1(Ω) velocity stability
comes from Galerkin terms.
4.2. The length scale and τ
In order to get an effective choice of τ, we apply the approach in
Ref. [12] to the Darcy problem. Let us consider the one-dimensional
case for simplicity: find u and p such that
σu + p;x = f ;
u;x = g;
where the subscript (⋅),x denotes the spatial derivative. Let U=[u, p]
be the unknown of the problem and F=[f, g] the force vector, and let
M be a positive definite matrix that defines a pointwise product in the
space of admissible force vectors. Up to factors, the only diagonal
matrix that defines a dimensionally correct inner product (all terms
with the same dimensions) is:
M =
1
σ
0
0 σℓ2
264
375;
whereℓ has dimensions of length. Thismatrixdefines thepointwisenorm
|F|M2 =F⋅MF. We will also make use of the norm ||F||K,M2 =∫K|F|M2 dΩ
restricted to an element K.
Since U′ is the part of the solution that cannot be captured by the
FE space, we assume that its Fourier transform is dominated by wave
numbers of order h−1k̃, where k̃ is an order O(1) dimensionless
quantity. Therefore, the Fourier transform of P′(LU′) inside an
element K (neglecting boundary values) can be approximated by
S(k ̃)Û′, where
Sðk˜Þ =
σ
ik˜
h
ik˜
h
0
26664
37775;with i =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−1
p
. Using Plancherel's formula we easily get
jjP ′ LU ′ð Þjj2K;M ≈∫jS k˜ Uˆ ′j2K;Mdk˜≤ jjS k˜0 jj2K;M jjUˆ ′jj2K;M−1
≈ jjS k˜0 jj2
K;M
jjU ′jj2K;M−1 ;
where k̃0 is a mean wave number whose existence is established by
the mean value theorem and the symbol ≈ has been used because
boundary terms have been disregarded.
We want our choice of τ−1 to be real, diagonal and spectrally
similar to S(k̃0). Let τ=diag(τu, τp). We require that
spec
‐
S k˜0
 t
MS k˜0
  
≈ spec τ−1
 t
Mτ−1
 
;
where the spectrum is computedwith respect tomatrixM−1. The two
eigenvalues λi (for i=1, 2) of S̄(k̃0)tMS(k̃0) that satisfy
det
‐
S k˜0
 t
MS k˜0
 
−λiM
−1
 
= 0
are
λ1 =
1
2
1 +
2 k˜
2
ℓ2
h2
+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−4k˜
2
ℓ2
h2
s0@ 1A;
λ2 =
1
2
1 +
2k˜
2
ℓ2
h2
−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−4k˜
2
ℓ2
h2
s0@ 1A:
ð17Þ
Similarly, we get the eigenvalues of (τ−1)tMτ−1:
λ′1 =
τ−2u
σ2
; λ′2 = τ
−2
p σ
2ℓ4: ð18Þ
Therefore, enforcing the spectral equivalence, we take the sta-
bilization parameters as
τu =
1
σ
ffiffiffiffiffi
λ1
p ; τp = σℓ2ffiffiffiffiffiλ2p :
In order to simplify the expression for the eigenvalues, we consider
their asymptotic regimewhen h→0. In this situation, the components
of τ can be written as
τu =
h2
σℓ2u
; τp = σℓ
2
p; ð19Þ
where ℓu and ℓp are parameters with dimension of length. Taking
ℓu=hαuL01−αu and ℓp=hαpL01−αp, with αu, αp∈ [0, 1], we obtain a
continuous range of finite element formulations that go from a
method that mimics the primal mixed formulation (for αu=1 and
αp=1) to another that mimics the dual mixed formulation (for αu=0
and αp=0). We will perform the numerical analysis for arbitrary
length scales ℓu and ℓp but we will discuss with more detail and
analyze using numerical experiments four different cases that
correspond to the following choices:
• Method A: ℓu=cuh and ℓp=cph. In this case, the scaling is mesh-
dependent, and gives
τu∼
1
σ
; τp∼σh2 :
This method mimics the primal mixed formulation.
• Method B: ℓu=cuL01/2h1/2 and ℓp=cpL01/2h1/2, where L0 is a
characteristic length of the problem under consideration. This
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to
τu ∼
h
σL0
; τp ∼σL0h :
This method consists of an intermediate situation between the
primal and dual formulations.
• Method C: ℓu=cuL0 and ℓp=cpL0, again a mesh-dependent scaling.
In this case, we get
τu ∼
h2
σL20
; τp ∼σL20 :
This method mimics the dual mixed formulation.
• Method D: ℓu=cuh and ℓp=cuL0, that leads to
τu∼
h
σL0
; τp ∼σL20 :
This method exhibits the stability properties of the continuous
problem with regular data, namely f∈L2(Ω)d and g∈L2(Ω) (see
Remark 2.2).
In these expressions, cu and cp are algorithmic dimensionless
constants.
4.3. The subgrid projection
Two choices of the approximated subgrid projection P′h will be
considered (see Ref. [21] for a discussion about another subgrid
projection based on the H1-inner product). The first and simplest is to
take P′h as the identity operator when acting on the FE residual (see
Ref. [19]). Assuming this, we end up with a stabilized method that we
call algebraic subgrid scale (ASGS)method. Invoking the closed form of
the subgrid scale in terms of the FE component, we get the following
stabilized forms Bs and Ls:
Bs uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Bd uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
h∇⋅uh;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hσuh + ∇ph;−σvh + ∇qhiK
+
τp
h
∑
E
h〚uh〛; 〚vh〛iE + τuh ∑E h〚ph〛; 〚qh〛iE0 ;
ð20aÞ
Ls vh; qh½ ð Þ = Ld vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
hg;∇⋅vhiK + τu∑
K
h f ;−σvh+∇qhiK
+
τp
h
∑
E∂
hψ; 〚vh〛iE∂ ;
ð20bÞ
To define the second subgrid projector, let us introduce some
additional ingredients. Given a function g such that g|K∈L2(K) for any
element K ∈ T h, the broken L2-projection over a Hilbert space X,
denoted by ΠX(g), is defined as the solution of:
ΠXðgÞ; vð Þ = ∑
K
g; vð ÞK ; ∀v∈X :
We also defineΠX⊥(g)=g−ΠX(g)∈L2(Ω). Using this notation, we
define the orthogonal projection Ph′([x, y]):=[ΠVh⊥ (x), ΠQh⊥ (y)]. This
method is called as orthogonal subgrid scales method (see e.g. Ref.
[10]). This choice is in concordance with the VMS decomposition,
because the subgrid velocity component belongs to a subgrid space V′
that satisfies V′∩Vh={0}. Let us note that the ASGS method does not
necessarily satisfy this property for the Darcy problem. Again, writingthe problem in terms of the FE component only, Bs and Ls for the OSS
formulation read as follows:
Bs uh; ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ = Bd uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
hΠ⊥Qh ∇⋅uhð Þ;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hΠ⊥Vh ∇phð Þ;∇qhiK + τph ∑E h〚uh〛; 〚vh〛iE
+
τu
h
∑
E
h〚ph〛; 〚qh〛iE; ð21aÞ
Ls vh; qh½ ð Þ = Ld vh; qh½ ð Þ + τp∑
K
hΠ⊥Qh ðgÞ;∇⋅vhiK
+ τu∑
K
hΠ⊥Vh ð f Þ;∇qhiK + τph ∑E∂ hψ; 〚vh〛iE∂ :
ð21bÞ
The set of stabilization parameters designed in the previous section
can be applied to both the ASGS and the OSS methods. Therefore, we
have ended up with a number of methods, depending on the choice of
the lengths ℓu and ℓp and the subgrid projection. In the next section
we analyze the stability and convergence properties in all these cases.
Finally, let us remark that in case of using continuous FE approxima-
tions, we recover a stabilized conforming formulation with Nitsche's
enforcement of the normal trace of the velocity on the boundary.
Remark 4.2. Given vh∈Vh, if σvh∉Vh, ΠVh(σvh)≠0. However, using
the non-consistent approach, we can still neglect this term without
spoiling the accuracy.
Remark 4.3. Control over ∑K ||∇⋅uh||K and ∑K ||∇ph||K is obtained
from the Galerkin terms when ∇⋅Vh⊂Qh and ∇Qh⊂Vh, respectively
(abusing of notation). This is true for some dG velocity–pressure pairs. In
those cases, the element interior stability terms vanish for the OSS
method, leaving only the inherent Galerkin stability. For the ASGS
method, these terms are still there, even though they are not needed. The
OSS formulation introduces less dissipation to the system than the ASGS
method; we refer to Ref. [9] for a discussion about this topic in another
setting, when using conforming approximations.
Remark 4.4. Let us point out that Method A with τp=0 is stable for
discontinuous Galerkin approximations, without the need of any extra
jump term. The inherent stability mechanism that makes it possible has
been analyzed in Ref. [6].
5. Analysis of stabilized formulations for discontinuous
approximations
Let us introduce the mesh dependent norms
jjj vh; qh½ jjj2h = σjjvhjj2 + σℓ2p∑K jj∇⋅vhjj2K +
σℓ2p
h
∑
E
jj〚vh〛jj2E
+
h2
σℓ2u
∑
K
jj∇qhjj2K + hσℓ2u∑E jj〚qh〛jj
2
E ;
jjj vh; qh½ jjj2 = jjj vh; qh½ jjj2h +
1
σL20
jjqhjj2:
ð22Þ
These are the norms in which the numerical analysis will be
performed for both the ASGS and the OSS methods.
We define the interpolation error function
EIðhÞ2 = σℓ2p h−2ε20ðuÞ+ ε21ðuÞ
 
+ σε20ðuÞ+
h2
σℓ2u
h−2ε20ðpÞ + ε21ðpÞ
 
:
ð23Þ
where, given a function g, εi(g)=||g− g̃h||Hi(Ω) and g ̃h is an optimal FE
interpolant of g. It will be proved that this is precisely the error
function in the previous norm of the formulations introduced.
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uniform FE partitions (for the analysis of a stabilized formulation in
the more general non-degenerate case, see Ref. [11]). Therefore, we
assume that there is a constant Cinv, independent of the mesh size
h (the maximum of all the element diameters), such that
jj∇vhjjK ≤ Cinvh−1jjvhjjK ; jjΔvhjjK ≤ Cinvh−1jj∇vhjjK ;
for all FE functions vh defined on K∈T h. This inequality can be used for
scalars, vectors or tensors. Similarly, the trace inequality
jjvjj2∂K ≤ Ctr h−1jjvjj2K + hjj∇vjj2K
 
ð24Þ
is assumed to hold for functions v∈H1(K), K∈T h. If ψh is a piecewise
(continuous or discontinuous) polynomial, the last term in the pre-
vious inequality can be dropped using an inverse inequality, getting
||ψh||∂K2 ≲h−1||ψh||K2.
Using Eq. (24), for a given function g we have that:
∑
E
jj〚g− g˜h〛jj2E ≲ h−1ε20ðgÞ + hε21ðgÞ
 
≲ h2j−1jjgjj2HjðΩÞ; j = 1;2: ð25Þ
Analogously, for a continuous function g it holds:
∑
E
jjg− g˜hjj2E ≲ h−1ε20ðgÞ + hε21ðgÞ
 
:
5.1. Analysis of the OSS method
In order to prove stability and convergence of the OSS method
(Eqs. (13)–(21)), we need the following preliminary result:
Lemma 5.1. Equivalence of norms
Let [ũh, p ̃h] be an optimal interpolator of [u, p], the solution of the
continuous problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)). Let [uh, ph] be the solution of the OSS
stabilized FE problem (Eqs. (13)–(21)). Then, assuming that k≥1, the
following inequalities are true
jjj uh; ph½ jjj≲ jjj uh;ph½ jjjh;jjj u˜h−uh; p˜h−ph½ jjj≲ jjj u˜h−uh; p˜h−ph½ jjjh
+ EIðhÞ + ECðhÞ:
Proof. From the inf–sup condition in the continuous case, for all
p∈L2(Ω) there exists a vp∈H01(Ω)d such that:
p;∇⋅vp
 
≳ 1ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
L0
jjpjj ffiffiffiffiσp jjvpjj + ffiffiffiffiσp L0jj∇vpjj ;
with jjvpjj1 = 1σL0jjpjj, where we consider a dimensionally consistent
norm jjvjj1:= jjvjj+L0jj∇vjj. Then, for ph there exists vp for which
1
σL20
jjphjj2 ≲ ph;∇⋅vp
 
= ph;∇⋅ v˜p;h
 
−∑
K
h∇ph; vp− v˜p;hiK
+ ∑
E0
h〚ph〛; vp− v˜p;hn oiE0 + ∑E0 h phf g; 〚vp− v˜p;h〛iE0 ;
ð26Þ
where ṽp,h is the Scott-Zhang interpolation4 of vp onto Vh∩H01(Ω).
Therefore, ṽp,h∈C0(Ω), and k≥1 is required (where k is the order of
the velocity FE space). In any case, k≥1 is needed for proving4 We explicitly consider this interpolation since the Scott-Zhang operator preserves
homogeneous boundary conditions and it is a projection (see e.g. Ref. [18]). It allows
us to use integration by parts without the introduction of terms on ∂Ω.convergence. We note that [[vp]]=0 and [[ṽp,h]]=0 on the set of
edges Eh. Using the interpolation property jjvp−v˜p;hjj≲ hL0jjvpjj1 and the
fact that h≲ℓu≲L0, we get for the second term in the right-hand side
of Eq. (26):
−∑
K
h∇ph; vp− v˜p;hiK ≲ ∑
K
hffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
jj∇phjjK
1ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
L0
jjphjj:
Using the trace inequality Eq. (24) and the H1-continuity of the
Scott-Zhang projector, we obtain for the edge terms:
∑
E0
h〚ph〛; vp−v˜p;h
n oiE0≲∑E0 h1=2ffiffiffiffiσp ℓu jj〚ph〛jjE0 1ffiffiffiffiσp L0 jjphjj;
∑
E0
h phf g; 〚vp−v˜p;h〛iE0 = 0:
Finally, testing Eq. (21a) with [vh, qh]=[ṽp,h, 0] and using the fact
that h≲ℓp≲L0 and jjvhjj≤ jjvhjj1, we get:
ph;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
= σ uh; v˜p;h
 
+ σℓ2p Π
⊥
Qh
∇⋅uhð Þ;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
≲
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p jjuhjj + ffiffiffiffiσp ℓpjjΠ⊥Qh ∇⋅uhð Þjj  1ffiffiffiffiσp L0 jjphjj:
With these ingredients, we prove the first part of the lemma. For
the second part, the only difference is the control over the last term.
Taking vp such that jjvpjj1 = 1σL0jj p˜h−phjj, we proceed as above, the
only difference being the treatment of the last term:
p˜h−ph;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
= σ u˜h−uh; v˜p;h
 
+ σℓ2p Π
⊥
Qh
∇⋅ u˜h−uhð Þð Þ;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
+ σ u−u˜h; v˜p;h
 
+ σℓ2p Π
⊥
Qh
∇⋅ u−u˜hð Þð Þ;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
−σℓ2p Π⊥Qh ð∇⋅uÞ;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
− p−p˜h;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
≲ jjj u˜h−uh; p˜h−ph½ jjjh+EIðhÞ+ECðhÞ
  1ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
L0
jjp˜h−phjj:
This proves the lemma. □
In the next theorem, we prove the stability properties of the OSS
method in the working norms defined above. The OSS technique leads
to a stabilized method that satisfies a discrete inf–sup condition and
gives control over the velocity and pressure approximations in
appropriate norms. The proof is constructive in the sense that we
build a test function that implies the inf–sup condition.
Theorem 5.1. (Stability)
Let [uh, ph] be the solution of the OSS stabilized FE problem (Eqs.
(13)–(21)). Then, the bilinear form Bs satisfies a discrete inf–sup
condition
inf
uh ;ph½ ∈VhQh
sup
vh ;qh½ ∈VhQh
Bs uh;ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ
jjj uh;ph½ jjjhjjj vh; qh½ jjjh
≥β:
In particular, for k≥1
Bs uh;ph½ ;Λ uh; ph½ ð Þð Þ≳jjj uh; ph½ jjj2;
with
Λ uh;ph½ ð Þ = uh + α
h2
σℓ2u
ΠVh ∇phð Þ;ph + βσℓ
2
pΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þ
" #
;
for α, β small enough constants that depend on Cinv and Ctr.
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qh=ph we obtain
Bs uh; ph½ ; uh;ph½ ð Þ = σjjuhjj2 + σℓ2pjjΠ⊥Qh ∇⋅uhð Þjj2 + h
2
σℓ2u
jjΠ⊥Vh ∇phð Þjj2
+
σℓ2p
h
∑
E
jj〚uh〛jj2E + hσℓ2u∑E0 jj〚ph〛jj
2
E0
= : jjj uh;ph½ jjj2:
Now, taking [vh, qh]=[0, σℓp2ΠQh(∇∙uh)] we get
Bs uh;ph½ ; 0;ℓ2pΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þ
h i 
≥σℓ2pjjΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj2
−c hffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
jjΠ⊥Vh ∇phð Þjj
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓpjjΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj
−c h
1=2ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
∑
E0
jj〚ph〛jjE0
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓpjjΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj
−c
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓp
h1=2
∑
E
jj〚uh〛‖E ffiffiffiffiσp ℓpjjΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj
≥
σℓ2p
2
jjΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj2− 14αjjj uh;ph½ jjj
2
;
for an appropriate constant α, where we have used the assumption
ℓp≲ℓu. Now, let us consider the gradient form of the stabilized
momentum equation, which is obtained by using
−∑
K
hph;∇⋅vhiK +∑
E
h phf g; 〚vh〛iE =∑
K
h∇ph; vhiK−∑
E0
h〚ph〛; vhf giE0 ;
and take vh; qh½  = σ h
2
σℓ2u
ΠVh ∇phð Þ;0
 
. After some manipulation we
get
Bs uh;ph½ ;
h2
ℓ2u
ΠVh ∇phð Þ;0
" # !
≥ h
2
ℓ2u
jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj2
−c
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p jjuhjj hffiffiffiffiσp ℓu jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj−cℓpjjΠ⊥Qh ∇⋅uhð Þjj hℓu jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj
−c h
1=2ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
∑
E0
jj〚ph〛jjE0
hffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj
−c
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
h−1=2∑
E
ℓpj〚uh〛jjE hffiffiffiffiσp ℓu jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj
≥ h
2
2ℓ2u
jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj2− 14βjjj uh;ph½ jjj
2
for an appropriate constant β, where we have used the fact that h≲ℓu.
Combining all these results we get
Bs uh;ph½ ;Λ uh; ph½ ð Þð Þ≥2jjj uh; ph½ jjj2h: ð27Þ
In order to prove the theorem, we need the continuity of Λ, that is
to say, |||Λ([uh, ph])|||≲ |||[uh, ph]|||. It is easily seen that
jjjΛ uh; ph½ ð Þjjj2≲jjj uh;ph½ jjj2 + h
4
σℓ4u
jjΠVh ∇phð Þjj2
+
h4ℓ2p
σℓ4u
∑
K
jj∇⋅ΠVh ∇phð Þjj2K + h
3ℓ2p
σℓ4u
∑
E
jj〚ΠVh ∇phð Þ〛jj2E
+
σℓ4p
L20
jjΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj2+σℓ
4
ph
2
ℓ2u
∑
K
jj∇⋅ΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þjj2K
+
σℓ4ph
ℓ2u
∑
E
jj〚ΠQh ∇⋅uhð Þ〛jj2E ≲ jjj uh; ph½ jjj2 + 1σL20 jjqhjj
2
;
where we have used inverse inequalities, trace inequalities, and the
relations
h≲ℓp≲ℓu≲L0:Analogously, we get |||Λ([uh, ph])|||h≲ |||[uh, ph]|||h. All these results
are not only true for [uh, ph] but for any FE function in Vh×Qh. From
Eq. (27) and using the continuity of Λ(⋅) for the norm |||⋅|||hwe get the
inf–sup condition. Using the previous lemma and Eq. (27) we prove
the second part of the theorem. □
From this theorem we conclude that the OSS technique leads to a
stable method in the working norms (22). Let us stress the fact that
the stability constant β does not depend on physical and numerical
parameters. On the other hand, the norm in which the stability is
proved mimics the continuous solution. So, stability is effective for
any value of σ, and mimics the stability bound satisfied by the exact
solution. This is particularly important for flow in porous media, since
σ can take values that go from 108 to 10−6.
In order to prove the accuracy of the algorithm, let us bound the
interpolation error:
Lemma 5.2. (Interpolation error)
Let [u, p] be the solution of the continuous problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)) and
[ũh, p̃h] an optimal interpolator in Vh×Qh.We also assume that the length
scales in the stabilization parameters satisfy ℓu≲ℓp. Then, the following
interpolation error estimate holds:
Bs u−u˜h;p−p˜h½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ≤EIðhÞjjj vh; qh½ jjjh
Proof. The symmetric terms can be easily bounded by using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The rest of the terms can be bounded as
follows:
∑
K
h∇⋅ðu−u˜hÞ; qhiK−∑
E
h〚u−u˜h〛; qhf giE
= −∑
K
hu−u˜h;∇qhiK + ∑
E0
h u−u˜hf g; 〚qh〛iE0
≲
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
h
jju−u˜hjj hffiffiffiffiσp ℓu∑K jj∇qhjjK + h
1=2ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
∑
E
jj〚qh〛jjE
 !
≲
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓp
h
ε0ðuÞjjj vq; qhh ijjj;
−∑
K
hp−p˜h;∇⋅vhiK + ∑
E
h p−p˜hf g; 〚vh〛iE
≲ 1ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓp
∑
K
jjp−p˜hjjK ffiffiffiffiσp ℓpjj∇⋅vhjj + ∑
E
ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓp
h1=2
jj〚vh〛jjE
 !
≲ 1ffiffiffiffi
σ
p
ℓu
ε0ðpÞjjj vh; qh½ jjjh:
Using the definition of EI(h) (Eq. (23)) we finish the proof of the
lemma. □
Using the stability properties in Theorem 5.1 and the bound for the
interpolation error in Lemma 5.2, we can prove the following
convergence result:
Theorem 5.2. (Convergence)
Let [u, p] be the solution of the continuous problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)) and
let [uh, ph] be the solution of the OSS stabilized FE problem (Eqs. (13)–
(21)). We also assume that the length scales in the stabilization
parameters satisfy ℓu≂ℓp and k≥1. Then, the following error estimate
holds:
jjj u−uh; p−ph½ jjj≲ EIðhÞ + ECðhÞð Þ:
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the previous results it follows that
jjj u˜h−uh; p˜h−ph½ kjjhjjj vh; qh½ kjjh≲Bs u˜h−u; p˜h−ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ
≲Bs u˜h−u; p˜h−ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ + Bs u−uh; p−ph½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ
≲ EIðhÞ + ECðhÞð Þjjj vh; qh½ kjjh;
where [vh, qh] is chosen so that Theorem 5.1 holds. We conclude the
proof using the second result in Lemma 5.1, the triangle inequality
and the fact that |||[u−ũh, p−p ̃h]|||≲EI(h). □
Remark 5.1. For the OSS stabilization technique, ℓp≲ℓu is needed for
stability and ℓu≲ℓp for convergence, so that we require ℓp≂ℓu.
Therefore, the choice of the stabilization parameters in Method D with
the OSS stabilized system (Eqs. (13)–(21)) is out of this analysis.
5.2. Analysis of the ASGS method
The stability and convergence analysis for the ASGS method is
similar to the one for the OSS formulation, but not identical. The main
difference, as we will show below, is the different nature of the
stability in every case. As in the previous section, let us start with the
relation between the two working norms for the FE solution and
interpolation error.
Lemma 5.3. Equivalence of norms
Let [ũh, p ̃h] be an optimal interpolator of [u, p], the solution of the
continuous problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)). Let [uh, ph] be the solution of the
ASGS stabilized FE problem (Eqs. (13)–(20)). Then, assuming that k≥1,
the following inequalities are true
jjj½uh; phjjj≲ jjj½uh; phjjjh;jjj½u˜h−uh; p˜h−phjjj≲ jjj ½u˜h−uh; p˜h−ph jjjh + EIðhÞ:
Proof. The proof only differs from the one for the OSS method in
obtaining bounds for the following terms:
ph;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
= σ uh; v˜p;h
 
+ σℓ2p∑
K
h∇⋅uh;∇⋅v˜p;hiK
+
h2
σℓ2u
∑
K
hσuh+∇ph;−σ v˜p;hiK ≲ jjj½uh;phjjjh 1σL0 jjphjj;
where we have used that h≲ℓu, and
p˜h−ph;∇⋅v˜p;h
 
= σ u˜h−uh; v˜p;h
 
+ σℓ2p∑
K
h∇⋅ u˜h−uhð Þ;∇⋅v˜p;hiK
+
h2
σℓ2u
∑
K
hσ u˜h−uhð Þ + ∇ p˜h−phð Þ;−σ v˜p;hiK
+ σ u−u˜h; v˜p;h
 
+ σℓ2p∑
K
h∇⋅ u−u˜hð Þ;∇⋅v˜p;hiK
+
h2
σℓ2u
∑
K
hσ u−u˜hð Þ + ∇ p−p˜hð Þ;−σ v˜p;hiK
≲ jjj u˜h−uh; p˜h−ph½  jjjh + EIðhÞ
  1
σL0
jjp˜h−phjj;
from where the second part of the Theorem follows. □
In the next theorem, we prove the coercivity of Bs for the ASGS
stabilization.
Theorem 5.3. (Stability)
Let [uh, ph] be the solution of the ASGS stabilized FE problem (Eqs.
(13)–(20)) with a choice of the length scales that satisfies ℓp≲ℓu. Let usalso assume that the algorithmic constant in the definition of lu is cuN1
and that k≥1. Then, the bilinear form Bs satisfies the coercivity property
Bs uh;ph½ ; uh; ph½ ð Þ≥ jjj uh; ph½  jjj2:
Proof. For the ASGSmethod, stability is simply proved taking [vh, qh]=
[uh, ph]:
Bsð½uh; ph; ½uh;phÞ= 1−
1
c2u
 
σjjuhjj2 + σℓ2p∑
K
jj∇⋅uhjj2K
+
h2
σℓ2u
∑
K
jj∇phjj2K+ σℓ
2
p
h
jj〚uh〛jj2εh +
h
σℓ2u
jj〚ph〛jj2ε0h :
The first term in the right-hand side of this equality is positive
under the assumption that cuN1, that implies hbℓu. □
The previous theorem proves that the ASGS technique leads to a
positive definite bilinear form, whereas the OSS technique leads to a
bilinear form that satisfies a discrete inf–sup condition (see Ref. [13]),
that is to say, Bs is an indefinite bilinear form, as its continuous
counterpart Bc. This is an essential difference between both
stabilization techniques that makes the analysis of the OSS method
slightly more involved. However, the lack of coercivity for the OSS
approach is not a drawback at all; the stabilized problem in this case
only introduces what is not controlled by the Galerkin terms and
inherits the stability mechanism of the continuous problem.
In order to prove convergence results, let us start bounding the
interpolation error:
Lemma 5.4. (Interpolation error)
Let [u, p] be the solution of the continuous problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)) and
[ũh, p̃h] an optimal interpolator in Vh×Qh.We also assume that the length
scales in the stabilization parameters satisfy ℓu≲ℓp. Then, the following
interpolation error estimate holds:
Bs u−u˜h;p−p˜h½ ; vh; qh½ ð Þ≤EIðhÞjjj vh; qh½ jjjh:
Proof. All the terms can be easily bounded by using the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality and the bounds proved in Lemma 5.2 for the OSS
method. □
The convergence result for this algorithm is stated in the following
theorem:
Theorem 5.4. (Convergence)
Let [u, p] be the solution of the continuous problem (Eqs. (4)–(5)) and
[ũh, ph̃] an optimal interpolator in Vh×Qh. Let [uh, ph] be the solution of
the ASGS stabilized FE problem (Eqs. (13)–(20)). We also assume that
the length scales in the stabilization parameters satisfy ℓu≲ℓp and k≥1.
Then, the following error estimate holds:
jjj u−uh; p−ph½ jjj]EIðhÞ:
The proof is very similar to the one for Theorem 5.2 and has been
omitted.
Remark 5.2. For the ASGS method , the assumption ℓp≲ℓu is not
needed. Therefore, the previous result applies for Method D introduced
earlier. Let us remark that ℓu≲ℓp is still needed for convergence. It does
not allow us to take ℓu=cuL0 and ℓp=cph.
In any case, both the ASGS and the OSS algorithms lead to the same
orders of convergence. Another important aspect of this analysis is the
effect of the stabilization parameters in the stability and convergence
results. We will discuss this effect in Section 7.
5 Obviously, the use of piecewise constant pressures for the finite element
approximation of the Darcy problem is not new, since this is the choice for the
pressure subspace when using Raviart-Thomas or Douglas-Brezzi-Marini inf–sup
stable finite elements (see Refs. [5,25]). The novelty of our formulation is the fact that
it allows arbitrary finite element spaces for the velocity (which is certainly not the case
of inf–sup stable methods) and piecewise constant pressures.
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In the previous section a priori error estimates have been obtained
for both the ASGS and the OSS methods. For conforming FE
approximations of the velocity, sharper error estimates in L2(Ω) for
eu = u−uh; ep = p−ph
have been obtained by the authors in Ref. [4] by using Aubin-Nitsche-
type duality arguments. These results are obtained assuming that the
adjoint problem
σw−∇ξ= σf inΩ;
−∇⋅w = 1
σL20
g inΩ;
n⋅w = 0 inΓ;
satisfies the elliptic regularity assumptions
jjξjj2 ≲ 1L20 jjgjj + σjj∇⋅f jj if f∈Hðdiv;ΩÞ; ð28Þ
jjwjj1 ≲ 1σL20 jjgjj if f = 0; ð29Þ
together with the obvious general stability estimate
jjwjj≤ jj f jj if g = 0 : ð30Þ
It is known that Eqs. (28) and (29)hold ifΩ is convex andpolyhedral
or with twice differentiable boundary. The improved error estimate for
the pressure is obtained in Ref. [4] taking f=0 and g=ep. Therefore,
since ep∈L2(Ω), the regularity assumptions (28) and (29) can be used.
For the sharper velocity estimateswe should take f=eu and g=0. Since
∇⋅eu does not belong to L2(Ω) for velocity approximations that are not
conforming inH(div,Ω), Eq. (28) ismeaningless and the classical Aubin-
Nitsche-type duality arguments do not apply.
The error estimates obtained in Theorems 5.2–5.4 can be written
as
σjjeujj2 + σℓ2p∑
K
jj∇⋅eujj2K + σℓ
2
p
h
∑
E
jj〚eu〛jj2E
+
1
σL20
jjepjj2 + h
2
σℓ2u
∑
K
jj∇epjj2K + hσℓ2u∑E jj〚ep〛jj
2
E
≲σℓ2ph2kjjujj2k + 1 + σh2k + 2jjujj2k + 1 + 1σℓ2u h
2l + 2jjpjj2l + 1:
ð31Þ
Using duality arguments for the OSS method, we get improved
error estimates for the pressure in the next theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Assume the same conditions as in Theorem 5.2 and,
moreover, assume Eqs. (28) and (29) to hold. Furthermore, for ℓu=h
and piecewise constant pressures (l=0) we also require the constant cu
in Section 4.2 to be large enough. Under these assumptions, there holds
jjepjj2 ≲ σ2ℓ4pjj∇⋅eujj2 + h2∑
K
jj∇epjj2K : ð32Þ
When Vh⊂C0(Ω), we also have:
jjeujj2≲ h2 + ℓ
4
p
L20
+ h2
ℓ4p
ℓ4u
 !
jj∇⋅eujj2 + 1σ2
h4
ℓ4u
+
h2
L20
 !
∑
K
jj∇epjj2K ; ð33Þ
Proof. We have assumed that the order of the piecewise polynomial
functions that span Vh are of order greater or equal to one (k≥1), thatis to say, piecewise constant velocity approximations cannot be used.
Thanks to that, we can pick an optimal FE interpolant w̃h of w such
that w̃h∈Vh∩H1(Ω)d. Therefore, all the terms involving jumps of
w and w̃h cancel. At this point, the proof of the improved error
estimate over the pressure follows the one for conforming FE
approximations for the velocity, that can be found in Ref. [4]. □
Let us use the same duality arguments for the ASGS method.
Theorem 6.2. Assume the same conditions as in Theorem 5.4 and,
moreover, assume Eqs. (28) and (29) to hold. Furthermore, for ℓu=h
and piecewise constant pressures (l=0) we also require the constant cu
in Section 4.2 to be large enough. For lN1, we simply require cuN1. Under
these assumptions, Eq. (32) holds. When Vh⊂C0(Ω), Eq. (33) is also true.
Proof. Again, we note that w can be approximated by a C0 FE
interpolant that belongs to Vh. Therefore, the proof in Ref. [4] for
continuous FE velocity spaces can be extended to dG approximations.□7. The right choice of ℓu and ℓp
In the previous section we have proved the error estimate Eq. (31)
with respect to what could be called the energy norm of the stabilized
methods. An improved bound Eq. (32) for ∥ep∥ has been obtained
using duality arguments. This estimate is always true for methods B
and C; when piecewise constant pressures are used together with
methods A and D this result only holds for cu large enough. The
sharper bound for ∥eu∥ in Eq. (33) is only true for conforming
approximations; it does not apply for dG velocity approximations. We
have collected all these results in Table 1, where the convergence rate
of the different error quantities is indicated for all the methods
introduced above, in terms of k and l. We have also marked the results
that are not always true, and in which cases these bounds are false.
All these rates of convergence allow us to draw some recommen-
dations about the method to use, depending on the order of the
velocity–pressure approximation, that is to say, the pair (k, l):
• kb l: This situation has limited interest since it is not used in flow in
porous media applications and because of the fact that the velocity
field cannot be approximated by piecewise constant velocities in our
analysis. In any case, Method A should be the one to take in this case.
Thismethod becomes optimal for k= l−1with lN1 since kN0 has to
be assumed. On the other hand, this is the natural method for the
mixed Laplacian formulation.
• k= l: For equal velocity–pressure approximations Method B is the
most accurate one. Furthermore, it is optimal for conforming FE
approximations. When using Method D, the choice of k= l is the
best one. Anyways, this method is far from being optimal and is
always worse than Method A. The nice property of Method D is the
fact that it exhibits the same stability as the continuous problem for
f∈L2(Ω)d (see Remark 2.2).
• kN l: Method C is the one that performs best when using this fairly
used choice. In fact, the method is optimal when k= l+1 for any
interpolation pair. It is important to remark that Method C is the
only one that allows us to take l=0. Afar as we know, this is the first
stabilized formulation of the Darcy problem that allows to use
piecewise constant pressures. Furthermore, this method has been
proved to be optimal for the Stokes-Darcy problem in Ref. [4].5
Table 2
Experimental convergence rates for the ASGS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1c/P1d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓlu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
D
L0, h
∥eu∥ 1.50 (1) 1.86 (2) 1.89 (1) 1.69 (1)
∥ep∥ 2.05 (2) 2.39 (2) 1.67 (1) 2.07 (1)
∥∇∙eu∥ 1.32 (−) 1.47 (1) 1.53 (1) 1.76 (1)
∥∇ep∥ 1.04 (1) 0.99 (1) 0.01 (−) 1.04 (1)
Table 1
Convergence rates according to the choice of the length scale in the stabilization
parameters. When using piecewise constant pressures, the results marked with (‡) are
only true for large enough cu. The results marked with (⋆) are only true for Vh⊂C0(Ω).
The results marked with (†) only apply to the ASGS formulation.
Method
(ℓp, ℓu)≂
A
(h, h)
B
(L01/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2)
C
(L0, L0)
D
(L0, h)
∥eu∥ hk+1+hl hk+1/2+hl+1/2 hk+hl+1 hk+hl (†)
∥eu∥ (duality) hk+1+hl hk+1+hl+1 (⋆) hk+hl+1 hk+hl (†)
∥ep∥ hk+1+hl hk+1/2+hl+1/2 hk+hl+1 hk+hl (†)
∥ep∥ (duality) hk+2+hl+1 (‡) hk+1+hl+1 hk+hl+1 hk+hl (†)
∥∇∙ eu∥ hk+hl−1 hk+hl hk+hl+1 hk+hl (†)
∥∇ep∥ hk+1+hl hk+hl hk−1+hl hk+hl (†)
Optimal (k, l) k+1= l k= l k= l+1 k= l
Table 4
Experimental convergence rates for the ASGS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1d/P1d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
D
L0, h
∥eu∥ 1.00 (1) 1.94 (1.5) 1.98 (1) 1.00 (1)
∥ep∥ 1.99 (2) 2.31 (2) 1.59 (1) 1.98 (1)
∥∇∙eu∥ 0.58 (−) 1.01 (1) 1.21 (1) 1.04 (1)
∥∇ep∥ 1.05 (1) 0.98 (1) 0.06 (−) 1.06 (1)
Table 5
Experimental convergence rates for the OSS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1d/P1d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
∥eu∥ 1.79 (1) 2.00 (2) 1.99 (1)
∥ep∥ 2.19 (2) 2.33 (2) 1.47 (1)
∥∇∙eu∥ 0.09 (−) 1.07 (1) 1.06 (1)
∥∇ep∥ 1.62 (1) 1.02 (1) 0.03 (−)
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In this section we carry out some numerical experiments in order
to check the theoretical convergence rates proved in Sections 5 and 6.
We have considered both the ASGS and the OSS techniques with all
the possible choices of the stabilization parameters that have been
analyzed previously. Let us denote the spaces of discontinuous
piecewise linear functions as P1d, continuous piecewise linear
functions as P1c and piecewise constant (obviously discontinuous)
functions as P0d. This notation is used for both the velocity and the
pressure interpolation. With regard to the FE approximations, we
have considered four velocity–pressure pairs: P1c/P0d, P1c/P1d, P1d/
P0d and P1d/P1d. Numerical experiments for the P1c/P1c pair have not
been included for the sake of conciseness, but they can be found in Ref.
[4] in the frame of the Stokes-Darcy system.
All test problems are defined in the domain Ω≡(0, 1)×(0, 1). We
have considered structured and regular meshes. The family of FE
partitions used in the convergence analysis consists of 3200, 7200 and
12,800 linear triangular elements.
The definition of the stabilization parameters in Eq. (19) include
the algorithmic constants cu and cp and a characteristic length L0. Let
us consider cu=γcp. We have used cp=2 and L0 = 0:1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
measðΩÞdp in
all cases. Based on numerical experimentation, we have taken γ=1
for methods A and B and γ=0.1 for methods C and D.
In order to evaluate the error introduced by the numerical
approximations,wehave solved a test problemwith analytical solution:
u = −2π cosð2π xÞsinð2π yÞ;−2π sinð2π xÞ cosð2π yÞð Þ;
p = sinð2π xÞsinð2π yÞ;Table 3
Experimental convergence rates for the OSS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1c/P1d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
∥eu∥ 1.78 (1) 1.91 (2) 1.77 (1)
∥ep∥ 1.96 (2) 2.34 (2) 1.69 (1)
∥∇∙eu∥ 0.65 (−) 1.44 (1) 1.51 (1)
∥∇ep∥ 1.12 (1) 0.99 (1) 0.03 (−)that can be obtained with the appropriate choice of f, g and boundary
conditions. This test has been used in Ref. [23]. The analytical solution
is obtained for f=0. Let us remark that, due to the regularity of the
solution, only the normal component of the velocity can be enforced
on the boundary.
With all the experimental convergence rates obtained, we want to
support the recommendations of the previous sections:
• kb l: The lower order pair that could be used is the P1d/P2d (or its
continuous counterpart); since this FE space is of limited interest,
we do not consider this case in the numerical experiments.
• k= l: The numerical orders of convergence obtained for the P1c/P1d
case are collected in Table 2 for the ASGS method and in Table 3 for
the OSSmethod. The theoretical order of convergence is indicated in
parentheses and (−) is used when no convergence is expected. It
becomes clear from these results that Method B is the optimal one.
Anyway, all the methods exhibit super-convergence. The results for
the P1d/P1d case are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for the ASGS and the
OSS methods, respectively. Again, the superiority of Method B is
clear; Method C still keeps super-convergence. Methods A and D
have lost this super-convergence for the ASGS formulation but
Method A keeps it for the OSS approach.
• k= l−1: The results for the P1c/P0d interpolation are included in
Table 6 for the ASGS method and in Table 7 for the OSS formulation.
As expected, when using piecewise constant pressures, Methods A
and D fail to converge. The superiority of Method C is even clearer
than expected thanks to super-convergence. Method B only
converges in L2-norms, and always exhibits lower orders of
convergence than Method C. For P1d/P0d, with discontinuous
velocities, the orders of convergence can be found in Table 8 for
ASGS method and Table 9 for the OSS approach. Again, Method C is
clearly the method to use.Table 6
Experimental convergence rates for the ASGS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1c/P0d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
D
L0, h
∥eu∥ −0.09 (−) 0.74 (1) 1.84 (1) −0.03 (−)
∥ep∥ 0.01 (1) 0.94 (1) 1.88 (1) −0.01 (−)
∥∇∙eu∥ −0.38 (−) 0.48 (−) 1.54 (1) −0.03 (−)
∥∇ep∥ −0.98 (−) −0.03 (−) 0.54 (−) −0.99 (−)
Table 7
Experimental convergence rates for the OSS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1c/P0d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
∥eu∥ −0.09 (−) 0.75 (1) 1.84 (1)
∥ep∥ 0.01 (1) 0.95 (1) 1.89 (1)
∥∇∙eu∥ −0.38 (−) 0.49 (−) 1.54 (1)
∥∇ep∥ −0.98 (−) −0.03 (−) 0.54 (−)
Table 8
Experimental convergence rates for the ASGS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1d/P0d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
D
L0, h
∥eu∥ −0.03 (−) 0.80 (0.5) 1.86 (1) 0.07 (−)
∥ep∥ −0.02 (1) 0.84 (1) 1.83 (1) 0.01 (−)
∥∇∙eu∥ −0.37 (−) 0.48 (−) 1.06 (1) −0.12 (−)
∥∇ep∥ −0.99 (−) −0.14 (−) 0.83 (−) −0.98 (−)
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stated in the previous section.9. Conclusions
In this article we havemotivated a set of stabilizedmethods for the
numerical approximation of the Darcy problem in mixed form for
arbitrary continuous and discontinuous finite element approxima-
tions of velocities and pressures. A continuous range of finite element
methods have been proposed, depending on the choice of a length
scale. The stability and convergence analyses have been performed in
a general setting that include all the stabilized methods that have
been designed. We have also used duality arguments to obtain
improved error estimates in L2-norms. The theoretical analysis has
allowed us to draw recommendations about the method to be used,
depending on the order of approximation of velocities and pressures.
In particular, four cases have been implemented and these recom-
mendations have been proved to be accurate using numerical
experimentation.
Method A mimics the mixed primal formulation and has been
proposed in Refs. [20,23,24]. This method has been proved to be
optimal for FE pressure approximations of order higher than the one
used for the velocity, which is not a common choice in practice. In this
frame, we have motivated two new methods that are particularly
interesting in flow in porous media applications. Method B mimics an
intermediate setting between the primal and dual formulation, but
turns out to be the optimal choice for equal-order velocity–pressure
approximations. Method C is particularly well suited when the order
of the velocity FE space is one order higher than the pressure one. As
far as we know, this is the first stabilized method that allows
piecewise constant pressures, and the only one that mimics the dual
primal formulation of the Darcy problem, which is the one in which
Raviart-Thomas or Douglas-Brezzi-Marini inf–sup stable finite ele-Table 9
Experimental convergence rates for the OSS method according to the choice of the
length scale in the stabilization parameters. The P1d/P0d pair.
Method
ℓp, ℓu=
A
h, h
B
L0
1/2h1/2, L01/2h1/2
C
L0, L0
∥eu∥ −0.02 (−) 0.87 (1) 1.89 (1)
∥ep∥ −0.04 (1) 0.78 (1) 1.85 (1)
∥∇∙eu∥ −0.90 (−) −0.01 (−) 0.91 (1)
∥∇ep∥ −1.02 (−) −0.20 (−) 0.86 (−)ments work. Furthermore, these methods do not require additional
regularity assumptions over the data, a difference with respect to the
stabilized formulation in Ref. [15], that required σ∈C1(Ω), which is
false in real applications in flow in porous medium.
Compared to inf–sup stable finite element methods, our formula-
tion allows arbitrary FE spaces for velocities and pressures. With our
formulation, a stabilized FE solver for the Navier-Stokes equations
leads to a Darcy solver by the simple modification of the subroutine
that evaluates the stabilization parameters. This makes this approach
very interesting in terms of implementation time, and it is particularly
well-suited for coupled problems that involve Navier-Stokes and
Darcy problems.
Future work involves the application of our formulation to realistic
engineering applications and the extension to the Biot system for the
numerical approximation of poroelastic materials.Acknowledgment
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